Cevn Vibert – Selected Testimonials
Thales
Matthew Tucknott. Software Specialist GIS
“Cevn is a great person to work with. Dynamic and very hard working. He seamlessly mixes with junior
members of staff as well as senior members of staff. He clearly has great expertise in his field of National
Security. He can get the best out of people that work with him.”
Ben Davis, Supportability Engineer
“Cevn was an excellent Mentor to me during my first two years with the company. His experience and
expertise within the company provided me with the ideal person to talk to with regards to all aspects of my
professional, and personal, development within Thales. I can attribute my growth within the company, and
towards Engineering Chartership directly, with the excellent advice and guidance he has provided to me”
Nicol McNeil, Sales and Business Development Manager.
“I had the great pleasure of working alongside Cevn within Thales' National Security and Resilience team;
I know him to be an extremely capable Solution Architect for very complex Critical Infrastructure projects
and requirements, who consistently demonstrates a depth of knowledge, integrity and high attention to detail
in the definition of solutions to satisfy both customers and Thales.
Cevn's analytical, stategic thinking and inter-personal skills make him a key asset in any team.”
Steve Elmes, Business Lead, Thales Consulting and Cyber
Cevn is an extremely knowledgeable and experienced solution architect. I've had the pleasure of working
with Cevn in the Thales UK Cyber Security practice where he has demonstrated his ability to successfully
engage with senior Client and Partner company representatives and recommend him without hesitation.
John Ratajczak, Systems Engineering Consultant
“I worked with Cevn conducting business analysis of the security/safety needs for a major UK nuclear
establishment. Cevn demonstrated an in-depth knowledge of industrial control systems and their application
to provide cost effective and practical solutions. He demonstrated the ability to work effectively and
professionally within a team but also was well respected for his leadership skills. Cevn was a pleasure to
work with.”
Ian Christie. Engineering Manager
“Cevn worked with me directly on the definition of a large scale security control facility for a key national
infrastructure site and indirectly on a Critical Infrastructure Protection demonstration facility. He has wide
ranging knowledge of industrial control, automation, information and security systems and architectures,
and is able to apply this knowledge at the high "blue sky thinking" level right down to the implementation
and integration level. He brings both innovation and a methodical approach to problem solving. Cevn is
also a people person who can communicate easily and professionally at all levels, with a calm style and a
dry sense of humour.”
Sara De Neut, Key Account Leader
“Cevn is a highly professional, extremely knowledgeable solution architect. He clearly demonstrates deep
domain expertise and is happy to explain technical matters in a way that is understandable to someone less
familiar with the subject. Cevn is also hard working, customer and delivery focused and an absolute
pleasure to work with.”
Gerald Callus, Bid and Programme Manager
“I have had the pleasure of working with Cevn, who acted as Solution Architect of a number of bids and
internal projects I led. I found Cevn to be both versatile and adaptable and he brings a wide range of skills
and good technical abilities to the team. Cevn is very professional, has a first class work ethic and a keen
enquiring mind, tackling all challenges in a methodical and thorough manner. Cevn also has great people
skills and takes time to understand requirements, both in the technical and business context, before diving
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into the task. I thoroughly enjoyed working with Cevn and look forward to the next opportunity to work
with him”
Allan Crewe. Consultant (ex Engineering Manager, Ferranti Europe)
Cevn worked with me to design solutions to several systems in the Rail Sector in condition monitoring of
trains and the control and monitoring of rail traction power supplies.
Cevn was extremely professional in analysing the requirements and producing designs for the aspects of the
project he was responsible for. He also dealt with both potential suppliers and sub- contractors in an
extremely professional manner. I found him very reliable in producing deliverables to time and quality. He
is also extremely easy to get on with and work with. “
Andy O'Malley, Programme Manager
“I worked with Cevn for a number of years at Thales and found him to be a valued colleague. He has a calm
and personable style, a great sense of humour and an ability to work well within any team. Cevn is also a
very capable Systems Architect with a broad depth of knowledge and experience coupled with a solid work
ethic. In my view he comes highly recommended.”

Rockwell Automation MPS
Roland Ladewig, BU Manager/Leader Application Centre at Rockwell Automation MPS
"It was a pleasure to work with Cevn. He managed in extremely short time to get into the objectives of the
job. Furthermore Cevn achieved to get us into market regions and industries we have not been before. His
way of cooperation and driving things is outstanding. As an employee it was helpful to have an employee
that managed constructive inputs to get the team in the right direction. I would recommend Cevn to anyone
who needs a person that is capable to manage complex projects and sales opportunities as well as intensive
customer approaches. Short version: Thanks Cevn"
Chris Rickey, Information Solutions Manager at Rockwell Automation
"I have worked with Cevn on several sales opportunities and internal projects. Cevn knows the MES space
very well and always brings a unique perspective. He can talk about low level details such as how particular
network protocols affect PLC communications all the way up to best practices on ERP integration and
everything in between. I look forward to working with Cevn more in the future."
Giorgio Tori, Director Software EMEA at Rockwell Automation
"I have enjoyed working with Cevn; he has achieved many MES firsts for Rockwell across EMEA. Industry
is really ready for MES and Rockwell is gaining this understanding also through Cevn's good and
substantial efforts."
Jiri Capek General Manager, Controller, Finance & Business operations-Central & Eastern Europe at
Rockwell Automation
“Cevn has developed and supported the business in our emerging markets mainly to support alliances and
promote global connections to customers and partners. Cevn has significantly increased Rockwell footprint
in the region.”

Silchester Control Systems
Ian Trew, Head of Engineering at Ryvita
"Cevn designed, developed and implemented a full Factory Wide MES production information system for
us, collecting detailed production and process information from countless devices across a robust industrial
network. The information was organised and widely distributed to enable intelligent business improvement
decision making. Cevn was responsible for Sales, Engineering, Consultancy and Project delivery to us for
many of our Capital Projects. He delivered large projects to us, on time and to budget, and helped to market
these successes across our Enterprise to both Board and Shopfloor.
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Cevn has integrity, clear thinking, a sound grasp of true business benefits and a positive sense of humour
that makes him continually a pleasure to work with.
One of those rare people you can work WITH to achieve the goals of all parties.
I strongly recommend him to other businesses as I know they will also benefit from a Cevn Project!"
Mark Honey, Senior Sales Executive at ICM Business Continuity Services
"Cevn and I collaborated together when he was working at Silchester. I was working at Stratus on a number
of complex MES and safety critical system projects that required his in depth knowledge of the issues
around implementing complex control systems within highly regulated industries. I found his in depth
subject knowledge expertise extremely useful working on these projects."
Richard Porter, Senior Consultant & Partner at Forward Solutions
"Cevn contracted technical resource to my projects whilst working for one of the major pharmaceutical
corporations. Throughout he was always professional, knowledgeable, personable, and would put in
whatever extra was required to get the job done ...."
Sam Thiara, System Integrator channel manager at Schneider Electric
"I worked with Cevn on a major project for a food company implementing a Performance Management
solution (MES). I found Cevn's approach to the whole project added great value to our business relationship
and assisted the client to achieve increased yield, empowered management with an insight into previously
undetectable plant issues and more importantly assisted the change process in a structured and demonstrable
manner.
Only one of a few people that understand the MES space."

Plato Business Group
Paul Gordon, Director at Catalyze Ltd
"Cevn always made very helpful contributions to the PLATO group meetings, asking some of the hard
questions that needed to be asked. Cevn also added a bit of fun at the times it was needed. It was a pleasure
working with Cevn."
Bob Squirrell, Managing Director at Technology Marketing Management
"Cevn is a thorough professional, paying great attention to detail while always seeing the bigger picture. He
combines excellent technical knowledge with good management skills and clear, confident communications
abilities. A great asset to any organisation!"
Adrian Leach, Director - Business Development at HCR Group and Plato Business Leader
"In life there are those that talk about doing and those that actually do. Cevn is the latter. He is a dynamic
team player who inspires others to get involved, to share openly and honestly and is man with high ethical
standards. Cevn has a wicked sense of humour that makes it a joy to work with him. He is insightful, often
observing fundamental elements of a problem that others have missed and then clearly explaining those
issues to allow others to work with him to 'buy' into consensual solutions.
Cevn's PLATO Group have consistently demonstrated the most energy and willingness to work together for
their individual success than any other PLATO Group. Cevn is typical of the group membership and I
commend him to you."

Cougar Automation
Richard Sellwood, MD Cougar Automation
"Cevn was a valuable member of my team. I enjoyed working with Cevn and relied on his technical
knowledge and professionalism in carrying out his role as MES Business Manager."
Ian Manners, Project Manager Cougar Automation
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"Cevn is extremely knowledgeable, patient and very good at what he does. He is also a nice guy. A real
pleasure to have worked with him!"
Keith Monkton, IT Manager Coopervision
"Cevn is personable, professional and expert with a high level of integrity. He always delivered the right
solution at the right time with enthusiasm and a great work ethic, and was held in high regard across the
group. I would have no hesitation in recommending Cevn."

PACS
Pete Gasson, Project Manager PACS
"Cevn, is a very competent and committed engineer and we spent many a long evening together in the 90's
working into the early hours commissioning hardware and software on sites. Even under those stressful
conditions he was always fun to be with and the quality of the end results of our efforts were plain to see.
At the time of working together his SCADA knowledge was exceptional and the lack of a front end drawing
package with some didn't faze him.
I believe he still holds the record for writing and commissioning PLC software for a large waste water
site...2 weeks from scratch.
Since the Pacscom days he has branched out into MES and the same commitment is noticeable.
On the leisure side even his fishing is improving."
Mike Knights, Sales Director PACS
"Cevn was one of a small team working on our SCADA systems projects. He was very committed and
worked to do the job even if this meant long hours etc.
He had a good working knowledge of a number of SCADA Suites, although when with us he worked on
FIX, INTOUCH and an old Vax based package. (Dexterity)
I have kept touch with Cevn after he left PACS Ltd and he has worked for PACSCOM (New name of PACS
Ltd) as a supplier specifically on Pharmaceutical based SCADA systems with their associated requirements
for logging and archiving data to meet legislative standards.
Cevn also networks in the industry and is knowledgeable about the industry trends and current
technologies."
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